
OPEN LETTER TO ALL SURREY COUNTY COUNCILLORS 

 

 

We - the residents of Surrey - ask our councillors to stop the closure threat to our village libraries. 

 

THE PVR STUDY 

The library Public Value Review study is known to have many errors and does not even satisfy the 

needs of the Big Society or Surrey’s own Strategic Plan developed in 2007.  It does not address 

cost savings adequately and even fails to properly consider priority areas such as Merstham. 

 

While the PVR study details are still not fully available (NB 5 months late), we already know that 

the basic methodology is flawed and many of the key figures are incorrect.  The extent of these 

errors  will not be known until a full audit has been completed, but we do know that thriving and 

cost effective libraries are included in the selected eleven - and that larger and declining libraries 

were deliberately excluded by the use of biased criteria. 

 

CURRENT INVESTIGATIONS 

It should be noted that this is the only PVR study (NB 14 studies) which has ever been audited - 

and it was only by continued pressure from Surrey residents that Surrey County Council finally 

agreed to the audit.  Even though this is a very limited and purely internal audit, we already know 

many of the errors which will be uncovered. 

 

We are also waiting for the Information Commissioner’s Office to judge this PVR study.  Until the 

results of those two investigations are known and accepted by all, we will not know which libraries 

should be selected  – if any.  

 

UNACCEPTABLE TO CONTINUE 

We do not consider it acceptable for Surrey County Council to continue its plans for removing staff 

while these investigations are in progress.  Serious doubts have been raised about the study and it 

would irresponsible to continue until those questions have fully answered. 

 

THE ALTERNATIVE 

We have been advised that this plan fits with the Big Society and that Surrey must save money - 

but spreading the necessary savings across all libraries will answer both these objectives and will 

not damage Surrey’s villages.  It must also be remembered that these savings are trivial when 

compared to Surrey’s budget and the harm which will be done to community life.  

 

Other counties such as Gloucester, North Yorkshire and Dorset are rethinking their position 

following protests by their residents - Surrey must do the same.  We must build on the strengths 

we have in flourishing libraries, rather than gambling on untried and ill-thought out methods. 

 

SURREY VILLAGE CENTRES 

We need our libraries - our community centres.  We welcome technology and we welcome 

volunteers, but there must be professional staff to co-ordinate these volunteers and ensure 

sustainability.   We must ensure that our libraries can continue with their vital services to all 

Surrey residents – and especially to the vulnerable young and elderly. 


